GUIDE TO THE
LIFEinFORESTS PROJECT
VISUAL IDENTITY

OVERVIEW
A clear visual identity is key to convey a strong, consistent and unique image of the
LIFEinFORESTS project, increasing our ability to communicate our mission, objectives and
achievements. Such a visual identity connects all of the project’s partners together and makes
the project more recognizable and understandable by the wider public.
A proper use of the LIFEinFORESTS logo, wordmark typefaces and color palette contributes to
create a familiar look for the project on all means of communication, reinforcing its quality
image at the same time.
This manual provides you with guidelines for using the LIFEinFORESTS visual identity system
easily and accurately. The following pages explain more about our visual elements and how to
use them consistently across all media and communi-cations. Your attention in following
these guidelines is crucial for ensuring a good reputation of the LIFEinFORESTS project.
The LIFEinFORESTS visual identity consists of a set of values of the project:

COMMUNICATION
COOPERATION
EDUCATION
BIODIVERSITY
NATURA 2000 FORESTS
Different artworks have been created for different applications; these can be downloaded at:
www.lifeinforests.eu
www.eletazerdoben.hu
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LOGOTYPE

The logo is the cornerstone of the visual identity. It is the signature of our partnership and of
the LIFEinFORESTS project as a whole. It must appear on all official communications and may
not be modified in any way. Please also keep in mind that no other marks or symbols may be
used or recreated to represent the LIFEinFORESTS project or a part thereof.
The simplicity of this logo makes it adaptable to any kinds of media, and flexible to be used
well in all communication. It consists of a graphic part, presenting a book and a tree, and
a wordmark, which is the name of the project.
The typeface of the wordmark is Ropa Sans designed by the typographer, Botio Nikoltchev.
Source:
http://www.google.com/fonts/specimen/Ropa+Sans

The graphic part of the logo shows the interconnection between human knowledge,
represented by the book, and nature, represented by the tree. These two symbols are also
strong references to the LIFEinFORESTS core values: the book refers in fact to the project’s
values of communication, cooperation and education, and is open on the right, representing
the future of new insights. The tree, naturally connected to the book, represents two more
values of the project: biodiversity and Natura 2000 Forests.
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PROPRORTIONS
The LIFEinFORESTS logo has specific proportions
that should always be kept whenever re-sizing is
necessary. Please follow these guidelines and do
not alter the proportions in any way, to avoid
distorting the image.

HORIZONTAL
1:5

VERTICAL
2:2
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COLOR PALETTE
MAIN COLORS
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TYPOGRAPHY
CALIBRI
We use Calibri typeface for the LIFEinFORESTS project documents. Source:
http://www.fonts.com/font/microsoft-corporation/calibri?QueryFontType=Web&src=GoogleWebFonts

HEADING 1
HEADING 2
HEADING 3
HEADING 4
Plain text
»

unordered list
hyperlink

ROPA SANS
This is the font of the wordmark. Typographer: Botio Nikoltchev, SIL Open Font License, 1.1, Source:
http://www.google.com/fonts/specimen/Ropa+Sans
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CLEAR SPACE AND
MINIMUM SIZE
CLEAR SPACE refers to the empty space that
must be left around the logo, to ensure its
integrity and visual impact.
The minimum size of the logo indicates the
smallest possible dimension at which the logo is
still legible.

This picture shows the clear space around the
logo when only the graphic part is used. In this
case, clear space should be fixed at one third of
the height of the square, here indicated as “x”.

This picture shows the clear space around the
logo, when it is horizontally positioned.
“x” is one third of the height of the graphic part.
“2x” is two thirds of the height of the graphic
part.

This picture shows the clear space around the
logo, when vertically positioned.
“x” and “2x” are defined as above.

THE MINIMUM HEIGHT of the logo is fixed at 25 px and 8mm.

THE MINIMUM HEIGHT of the logo is fixed at 50 px and 16 mm.
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UNACCEPTABLE USES
OF THE LOGO
LOGO ON A BUSY BACKGROUND

Bad usage

Good usage

LOGO ON A DARK BACKGROUND

Bad usage

Good usage

THE BLACK AND WHITE version of the logo can be used whenever the colour version cannot be used. In these cases,

adequate quality of printing must be guaranteed.
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WEB USAGE
When developing web communication of the
LIFEinFORESTS project, use defined colors in the
Color Palette section of this guide.
Please bear in mind this hierarchy: Heading One
(h1), Heading Two (h2), Heading Three (h3) and
plain text (p). This hierarchy makes it easier for
to read the content.

»

Heading 1: Calibri, uppercase, bold,
2em

»

Heading 2: Calibri, uppercase, bold,
1.5em

»

Heading 3: Calibri, bold, 1em

»

plain text: Calibri, 1em

»

Hyperlinks: Calibri, 1em, underlined,
color: #ab162b

In order to emphasize the important points of
your text, you may try to use lists.
To articulate the text into smaller parts, try to
use subtitles and lines.
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POWERPOINT
TEMPLATE
Please use the color palette and font of the template.

COVER PAGE

CHAPTER DIVIDER

PLAIN PAGE

TABLE
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WORD TEMPLATE
Please use this template for all project-related
documents such as Deliverables, Reports,
studies, Minutes of Workshops and Meetings.

COVER PAGE:

INSIDE PAGES:
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LOGO USAGE
ON CONFERENCE
MATERIALS
Whenever you organize a conference or a
project workshop, please follow the logo usage
on conference materials, as indicated below for
lanyards, badge, pens, and folders.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
CMYK color model

RGB colors

Pantone colors

Logotype

Typeface

Visual Identity

CMYK color model is a subtractive color model, used in color printing. Color printing
typically uses ink of process colors or four colors: cyan, magenta, yellow, and key
(black).
An RGB color space is any additive color space based on the RGB color model. Particular
RGB color space is defined by the three chromaticities of the red, green, and blue
additive primaries, and can produce any chromaticity that is the triangle defined by
those primary colors.
PANTONE is an internationally recognized color communication system. The Pantone
Colour Matching System is largely a standardized colour reproduction system. By
standardizing the colours, different manufacturers in different locations can all refer to
the Pantone system to make sure colours match without direct contact with one
another.
The typographical part of the logo or a logo consists of letters.

In typography, a typeface (also known as font family) is a set of one or more fonts each
composed of glyphs that share common design features. Each font of a typeface has a
specific weight, style, condensation, width, slant, italicization, ornamentation, and
designer or foundry (and formerly size, in metal fonts).
Corporate identity comes into being when there is a common ownership of an
organizational philosophy that is manifest in a distinct corporate culture. At its most
profound, the public feel that they have ownership of the philosophy. Corporate
identity helps organizations to answer questions like “who are we?” and “where are we
going?”
In general, this amounts to a corporate title, logo (logotype and/or logogram) and
supporting devices commonly assembled within a set of guidelines. These guidelines
govern how the identity is applied and confirm approved colour palettes, typefaces,
page layouts and other such.

Wordmark

A wordmark, word mark or logotype is usually a distinct text-only typographic
treatment of the name of a company, institution, or product name used for purposes of
identification and branding.

This LIFEinFORESTS visual guide will be updated in six months (and then once in every year),
based on the requests of the project partners. Project roll-up, flyer and further poster
templates will be also included in the guide.
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